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AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS 4.0
Digitalisation offers optimised aircraft operation 

     � enabling more efficient airspace use
     � maintenance and crew support
     � extraordinary passenger experience

“WATER BATTERY”
A simplified, green design!

     �  use heat fluctuations in time to create  
temperature differences in space!

     �   green phase change material (water) deployed 
in a heat storage unit

TEMPERATURE RANGE  
ADAPTATION
     � use of tailor made phase change materials
     � high temperature harvesting  devices

WEIGHT AND SIZE  
OPTIMIZATION
     � custom made designs
     �  flexibility and cost optimization by lean  
production 

BENEFITS & OUTLOOK
     � seven months flight tested

     � continuous optimisation 

 reliability 

 temperature range

R&D PARTNERS

TURN AIRCRAFTS INTO 
IoT-TYPE DEVICES
     � by connected aircraft and 
     �   wireless sensor network infrastructure

Key enabling technology: 

     �  Thermoelectric Energy Harvesting

Opportunity:

     �  aircrafts offer unique temperature  
variations and high temperature  
differences for local energy conversion

RECENT RESULTS 
     �  test bench simulation of flight  
profiles

     �  exploration of durability and  
design possibilities

     � design optimisations
     � reliability studies
     � Power-Management

Future research work is necessary 
in order 

     �  to overcome the limitations of energy  
storage devices and

     �  to turn the harvester into a real power  
source 
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A composite thermoelectric energy harvesting device 
The pinnacle of all the knowledge gathered so far takes the form of the composite harvester 
presented in this section. The indications in the first chapter concerning the operational 
temperature range limitations, the effect different PCMs have on this range along with the 
HSU geometry and material selection have been combined in a single device. This device 
consists of an HSU composed of PMMA plastic sidewalls with a copper TEG-PCM interface, 
able to contain two different PCMs at the same time. This device was extensively tested in 
four different temperature ranges and the results are presented further on. Additionally, a 
simple schematic of the composite harvester is shown in Figure 5.13.  

 

 

  
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.13 – (a) Schematics of the thermoelectric harvesting device containing two PCMs when attached 
to the fuselage of an aircraft, (b) Schematic, cross-sectional view on the thermoelectric device, indicating 
the main components.  

 

The material used for the cylinders (inner and hollow) is poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA), 
which offers excellent physical properties such as low thermal conductivity and low density. 
The bottom of the harvester, which is the TEG-PCM interface, is made of copper, a material 
with very high thermal conductivity. The bottom plates of the inner and hollow cylinders are 
not in contact in order to minimize any thermal leakages from one PCM to the other. This 
creates a low thermal resistance, hence creating a high heat flow from fuselage to TEGs to 
the HSU. In addition, heat pipes have been introduced in order to increase the surface that the 
PCM is in contact with the bottom plate to enhance the overall efficiency of the device. Four 
and eight TEGs (TEG 1-9.1-9.9-0.8/200 [48]) were installed below the inner and hollow 
cylinder, respectively.  

It should be noted here, that the prototype was fabricated as close as possible to the FEM 
model which was used for simulations. The fabricated harvester can be seen in Figure 5.14.  
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